Industry: Real Estate
Use Case: Employee Training

Gables Residential sees success
across the board with their
training program
Gables Residential develops and manages apartment communities across the country,
currently with more than 31,000 distinct apartment homes across 100+ properties.
The company’s mission is to provide extraordinary quality and service for its residents,
unparalleled employment experiences for its associates, utmost integrity and value for
customers, and enduring contributions to each local community.

Training
Reduced Training Expenses by 20%

The company chose SAP Litmos as its learning platform because it enabled them to
reduce internal training expenses by about 20 percent, as well as significantly improve
the speed of training delivery. Prior to using SAP Litmos, employees would potentially
have to wait upwards of a month to attend onboarding training. Now, onboarding occurs
on day one and classroom time has been reduced by 65 percent.
They find SAP Litmos to be the easiest learning management system they have ever had

Time
Reduced Classroom Time by 65%

to administrate.

Decreased
Compliance Training Time by 50%

Learn more at www.litmos.com
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